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SALE NOTES 

  

CONDITIONS OF SALE The sale will be held under the conditions of sale which are to be found attached 
to this catalogue. 

VIEWING Lots can be viewed on Saturday 8th August by appointment only, between the hours of 9.00 
am and 4.00 pm.  There will be some horse-drawn vehicles at Reading, but others will be sold in situ 
so it will not be possible to view them.  Please check the catalogue. 

BIDDING The sale is being conducted as a “timed auction”.  Bidding closes on the lots consecutively 
from 12 noon on Wednesday the 12th August, at 30 second intervals.  This means that the bidding on 
Lot 1 closes at 12 noon, Lot 2 at 30 seconds after 12, and so on.  If a bid is placed on a Lot in the last 2 
minutes then the closing time of that Lot is extended for another 2 minutes, and this will keep 
happening until such time as there are no more bids on that Lot. 

DESCRIPTIONS All lots have been described to the best of our ability, and from information 
supplied.  No liability whatsoever is undertaken in respect of faults, deficiencies or errors of description 
either oral or printed.   We will provide Condition Reports on request, including additional 
photographs, and videos where possible.  However please recognise that verbal reports on the 
condition of any lot can only be offered by the Auctioneers as a statement of opinion, and not fact. The 
Auctioneers are not liable for any errors or omissions contained therein.  Condition Reports are for 
guidance only.  The Auctioneers will not be held responsible for any damage or defect that has not 
been notified to the buyer.  Catalogue illustrations are for guidance only and will not convey full 
information as to the actual condition of lots.  

Where the term (a/f) is used this refers to a lot being ‘as found’.  It is used for guidance only and 
indicates that in our opinion there is significant damage or repair to an item. The omission of this term 
does not indicate there is not significant damage or repair to an item and the Auctioneers are not liable 
for its omission.  

REGISTRATION Bidders are required to register their details before bidding. 

BUYERS’ PREMIUM There will be a Buyers’ Premium of 9% (including VAT) added to the hammer price 
of all lots.   There will be an Internet Charge of 5.94% (including VAT) added to the hammer price of all 
lots purchased via the-saleroom.com/ibidder/bidspotter. 

There will be an Internet Charge of 3.6% (including VAT) added to the hammer price of all lots 
purchased via Thimbleby & Shorland online platform. 

ONLINE BIDDING In completing the bidder registration and providing your card details, and unless 
alternative arrangements are agreed with Thimbleby and Shorland, you: 

 1.  Authorise Thimbleby & Shorland, if they so wish, to charge the card given in part or full payment, 
including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction, and 

 2.  Confirm that you are authorised to provide these card details to Thimbleby & Shorland via the 
registrant and Shorland are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card holder address 
provided in fulfilment of the sale. 

   

VALUE ADDED TAX Items consigned by VAT registered vendors who do not operate under the 
Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme will have VAT at the current rate added to the hammer price.  The words 
“Carries VAT” will be included in the description of such lots. 

INVOICES AND COLLECTION No sale is confirmed to an online bidder until an invoice has been 
issued.  If the buyer cannot collect in person then please see below re Packing and Shipping. 

 



All lots are at the risk of the buyer from the fall of the hammer and you are strongly advised to effect 
insurance immediately.  All lots must be paid for immediately and removed from site as soon as 
possible after the auction. 

 

Packing & Shipping services are available via: 

Mailboxes  www.mbe.co.uk/reading/auction - telephone 0118 951 7980 

Part & Parcel  www.partandparceluk.co.uk – telephone 01252 545 611  
 

We do not provide packing & shipping services ourselves 

 

PAYMENT Methods of payment are bank transfer or debit card. 

Bank Transfer: Our bank details are National Westminster Bank: sort code 60:17:21; account number 
95544070; IBAN no. GB 66 NWBK 60172195544070; BIC code NWBKGB 2L 

The Auctioneers will only accept payment from, and permit removal of goods purchased by, the 
successful purchaser or their duly appointed agent.  No lots will be transferred to third party invoices 
after the auction. 

 

For the avoidance of doubt please note that the auction will be conducted in British pounds sterling. 

 

For full conditions of sale please visit www.tsauction.co.uk 

 

CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987 & THE CONSUMER PROTECTION FROM UNFAIR 

TRADING REGULATIONS 2008: 

All goods at the Auction are second-hand, unless otherwise stated & are sold as seen.  

 

  

http://www.mbe.co.uk/reading/auction
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HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGES 
 
1 PLEASURE VEHICLE built by Dartmoor Carriages of Shrewsbury in 1997 to suit 12 to 13 hh pony, single or 

pair.  A smart vehicle painted black with red lining and black upholstered cushions.  Fitted with rear disc 
brakes and a whip holder.  With shafts and a pole.  Approx. measurements:   50ins wide x 55ins high x 
61ins long x shafts 70ins long x 22ins between narrowest point.   Lot 1 can be viewed at the Reading 
Auction Centre        

2 EXERCISE CART to suit 12.2. to 14.2hh.  An adjustable vehicle painted black with black upholstery.  
Approx. measurements:  45ins wide x 50ins high x 39ins long x shafts 65ins long x 20ins at their narrowest 
point.  Lot 2 can be viewed at the Reading Auction Centre 

3 SPINDLE BACK GIG circa 1970/80's to suit 11 to 12hh pony.  A show condition vehicle finished in black 
gloss. The spindle-back seating is upholstered in buttoned Bedford cord with a driver's wedge seat.  On 
16-spoke warner wheels with brass hub caps. Comes fitted with a brass whip holder and rein rail, mud 
guards, lamp brackets and metal steps.  Approx. measurements: 58ins wide x 58ins high x 109ins long 
(incl shafts), 19.5ins between narrowest point of the shafts.  Lot 3 can be viewed at the Reading Auction 
Centre 

4 FOUR-WHEEL PHAETON to suit 13. 2 to 15.2hh single or pair.  Painted maroon with cream lines and cream 
upholstered cushions and driver's wedge seat.  On 26ins, 8/10-spoke English pattern wheels with all-
round disc brakes, elliptic springs and rubber tyres. Rear grooms' seat, lamp brackets, swingletree and 
bars.  Brakes need some attention.   Approx. measurements: 60ins wide x 7ft 6ins long x 60ins high.  Pole 
length 7ft.   Lot 4 is located near Horsham, Surrey 

5 GOVERNESS CART built by J.A. Lawton & Co., of Liverpool & London, to suit 13.2 to 14hh.  Painted blue 
with matching horsehair upholstery.  On 48ins, 16-spoke Warner wheels with engraved brass hub caps, 
yellow shafts and undercarriage with a crank axle and Dennett springs. Fitted with rear metal step, lamp 
brackets and dashboard.   Approx. measurements:  64ins wide x 11ft long x 56ins high.   Lot 5 is located 
near Horsham, Surrey. 

6 LIVERPOOL GIG built by J.A. Lawton & Co., of Liverpool & London, circa 1908, to suit 15.2 to 16.2hh.  
Painted black with matching upholstery, patent leather dash, back rest and mud guards.  The rear panel 
has a small whitemetal lozenge bearing the letter 'L'.  On 53ins, 14-spoke warner wheels with brass hub 
caps, cranked axle and Dennett springs.  Fixed swan neck shafts with brass fittings.  Approx. 
measurements:  66ins wide x 11ft 5ins long x 62ins high.  Lot 6 is located near Horsham, Surrey. 

7 NORFOLK CART circa 1900, to suit 14.2 to 15hh. Painted black with cream lining.   On 53ins, 16-spoke 
Warner wheels with brass hub caps and Dennett springs.  Fitted with adjustable seating, metal steps, 
dashboard, whip holder, mud guards, lamp brackets and a drop-down tail board supported on covered 
chains.  In good condition.   Approx. measurements:  66ins wide x 11ft 6ins long x 62ins high.   Lot 7 is 
located near Horsham, Surrey  

8 TWO-WHEEL ROAD CART to suit 14.2 to 15hh.  Black painted slatted body and sides with black upholstery.  
The 53ins, 12-spoke yellow metal wheels with rubber tyres and semi-elliptic springs.  The vehicle is 
accessed from the back with a lift-up seat, and fitted with lamp brackets.  Approx. measurements:  60ins 
wide x 12ft long x 56ins high.  Lot 8 is located near Horsham, Surrey 

9 SPIDER GIG built by Nicholson of Romsey in 1982 to suit 14.2 to 15.2hh single or tandem.  A show vehicle 
painted dark green with light green lining and blue Melton cloth upholstery, with lift-up seats for storage 
and a storage compartment at the back.   On 57cm, 14-spoke warner wheels with brass hub caps and 
Dennett springs.  Fitted with patent leather covered mud guards and dash board, metal steps and a whip 
holder.  To be sold with a pair of black/brass oval fronted carriage lamps with pie crust tops.  Approx. 
measurements:   325cm long x 160cm wide x shafts - 63cms wide x 190cm long.  Lot 9 is located near 
Hythe, Southampton 



10 TANDEM DOG CART built by Windover circa 1900 to suit 14.2 to 15.2hh single or tandem.  Painted dark 
green with light green lining, with back to back seating upholstered in blue buttoned Melton cloth, lift-up 
seats for storage, and a rear drop-down panel suspended on leather-covered chains.  On 56cm, 16-spoke 
warner wheels with brass hub caps and semi-elliptic springs.  To be sold with a pair of black/brass square 
fronted carriage lamps and a rear lamp. The serial no. 11585, stamped into the woodwork at the front of 
the body.   Approx. measurements:  365cm long x 170 wide x shafts - 65cm wide x 195cm long.  A smart 
vehicle ready for showing.  Lot 10 is located near Hythe, Southampton 

11 RALLI CAR built by Hart of Baker St., London circa 1890 to suit 14 to 15hh single or tandem.  A show 
vehicle painted dark blue with light blue lining.  The seating is upholstered in beige Bedford cord in 
pristine condition with storage beneath and a drop-down panel at the back.  On 122cm, 14-spoke warner 
wheels with engraved brass hub caps, Dennett springs and 2 x 4.5cm blocks.  Fitted with a handbrake, 
whip holder, brass rein rail, foot rest, lamp brackets and metal steps.  Approx. measurements: 330cm long 
x 165cm wide, shafts - 67cm wide x 173cm long.   Lot 11 is located near Hythe, Southampton 

12 WAGONETTE built by Kuhnle of Germany circa 2000 to suit 14.2 to 15.2hh pair.  This show-ready vehicle is 
painted dark blue with light blue lining and black leatherette upholstered face to face rear seats, and a 
driver's wedge seat.  On 80cm/100cm, 10/12-spoke wheels with brass hub caps, elliptic springs and rear 
disc brakes.  Fitted with a screw brake and lamp brackets.   Comes with a pole only.  Approx. 
measurements: 240cm long x 150cm wide, 2278cm length of pole.    Lot 12 is located near Hythe, 
Southampton 

13 GOVERNESS CART to suit 13 to 15hh.  Painted blue with black leather upholstered cushions and back rest.  
On 14-spoke warner wheels with brass hub caps, crank axle and elliptic springs. The body has spindled 
sides and fitted with brass rein rail, lamp brackets and shafts with brass fittings. The back rests and 
cushions are covered in black buttoned leatherette.  In full working condition though in need of some 
repainting and upholstery if desired.   Approx. measurements:  169cms wide x 150cms high x 286cms 
long.  Lot 13 is located near Streatley, Berkshire 

14 RALLI CAR built by Lynn of Londonderry, circa 1898 to suit 14 to 14.2hh.  Recently restored by Barry 
Wheelwright in 2011 and finished in coaching red and black with blue box cloth upholstery.  On 52ins 
Warner wheels with brass hub caps, semi-elliptic springs, brass rein rail, whip holder, grab handles and 
decoration.  The body has louvered side panels with lancewood shafts and all the iron work is original, 
including the steps and rein clip.  A very elegant show-ready vehicle all set for future Country Classes.  
Approx. measurements:  1.51m wide x 1.72m high x 3.75m long.  Lot 14 is located near Harrogate, North 
Yorkshire 

15 AMERICAN DOCTOR'S BUGGY circa 1900, to suit 14 to 14.2hh.  The body is painted black with matching 
leather upholstery on a burgundy undercarriage. On 36/39ins 16-spoke wheels with rubber treads. Comes 
with shafts.  In need of some attention.  Approx. measurements:   68ins wide x 96ins long x 61ins high, 
shafts 88ins long.  Lot 15 can be viewed at the Reading Auction Centre   

16 MODERN GIG built by J.A. Jacks to suit 14 to 14.2hh.  The body is in varnished wood on a brown painted 
undercarriage.  On 54ins/16-spoke wheels with semi-elliptic springs.  Fitted with rein rail and whip holder, 
and the balance is adjustable. Comes with shafts.  Approx. measurements:   63ins wide x 133ins long x 
68ins high, 24ins between narrowest part of the shafts.   Lot 16 can be viewed at the Reading Auction 
Centre   

17 GOVERNESS CART built by McNaught & Co., of London & Worcester, to suit 13 to 14hh.  A smart little 
vehicle finished in natural varnished wood with pale tan leatherette cushions and back rests.  On 24ins 
wheels with engraved brass hub caps, crank axle and semi-elliptic springs and a hand brake.  Approx. 
measurements:  the body from door to front is 50ins long x 61ins wide x 68ins high and length of shafts 
are 68ins.  Lot 17 is located near Liphook, Hampshire 

 



18 EXERCISE CART built by Henry Bowers to suit 13 to 15.2hh.  Body is finished in natural varnished wood 
with cloth upholstery and red leatherette back rest on black metal frame and shafts.  On 38ins metal 
wheels with rubber treads.  Approx. measurements: 39ins long x 47ins wide x 67ins shaft long.  Lot 18 is 
located near Liphook, Hampshire 

19 TROLLEY to suit a Shetland pony single or pair.  In natural varnished wood with black leatherette cushion 
on a bench seat, and red undercarriage with yellow/blue decoration.  On pneumatic tyres.  Needs 
repainting.  Approx. measurements: 62ins long x 34ins wide x 19ins high x shafts 57ins x pole 83ins.   Lot 
19 is located near Liphook, Hampshire 

20 EXERCISE CART to suit 12 to 13.2hh pony.  A black painted metal frame, the body in natural varnished 
wood, with a yellow cloth cushion.  On 22ins pneumatic tyres and wire wheels. Needs repainting.  Approx. 
measurements:  48ins wide x 47ins long x 13ins high x 38ins seat x 65ins shafts.  Lot 20 is located near 
Liphook, Hampshire 

21 BENNINGTON BACK STEP, to suit 14.1 to 15.1hh.  In immaculate condition, painted black with natural 
varnished panels.  On 44ins, 12-spoke wheels with elliptic springs, back step, brass rein rail, reflectors, 
shaft furniture and lamp brackets. Leatherette upholstery with a driver's wedge seat, and storage 
beneath. Only ever used on rare occasions for showing. Approx. measurements: 56ins wide x 124ins long, 
and 28.5ins wide between the shafts.  Lot 21 is located in North Yorkshire 

22 WAGONETTE by Peters & Sons of London, to suit a full-size pair of horses. Painted dark blue and black 
with yellow lining.  There are dummy spindles to the front seat and seating for 6 at the rear accessed via a 
small door, all upholstered in navy Melton cloth.  On  40/48ins, 12/14-spoke English pattern wheels with 
elliptic springs and engraved brass hub caps.  Fitted with handbrake, lamp brackets and black leather-
covered dashboard.  The paintwork is in fair condition but requires some attention to bring it up to show 
quality.  The upholstery in some areas have been damaged and requires attention.  Comes with a pole.  
Approx. measurements:  65ins wide x 8.9ins long.    Lot 22 is located in North Yorkshire 

23 CONTINENTAL PHAETON built by W. Luhr of Oldenburg to suit a full size single or pair.  Painted dark blue 
with yellow lining.  On 37/44ins, 12/14-spoke warner wheels with elliptic springs, and foot brake.   The 
seating arrangement is very unusual as the front and rear seat can be folded down, along with cushions 
upholstered in Bedford cord filled with horsehair.  Comes with a splinter bar and continental swingletrees, 
but the pole and shafts are missing. The vehicle is in a sound condition but would benefit from a repaint 
and reupholstering to bring it up to show condition. Approx. measurements:  9ft 5ins long x 5ft 6ins wide 
x 5ft 7ins high.  Lot 23 can be viewed at the Reading Auction Centre 

24 SPIDER PHAETON built by Hartland Carriages to suit 14.2 to 15hh cobs single or pair.  Painted black with 
cream lining, had a driver's box seat, and groom's rumble seat.  On 12/14-spoke English pattern wheels 
with brass hub caps, elliptic springs, disc brakes and a wind-on hand brake, shafts and a pole. The wheels 
are the correct wooden carriage wheels. This smart vehicle is in Concours condition and is ready to show 
in show classes or private driving trials presentation.   Lamps shown in the photos are not included. Lot 24 
is located near Poulton-Le Fylde, Lancashire 

25 NORFOLK CART built by Clonmel Jones to suit 15 to 15.2hh.  Finished in natural varnished wooden body.  
On 64ins, 14-spoke wheels painted in regency cream with semi-elliptic springs, brass hub caps and shafts.  
A superb looking carriage in show condition. A winner of many country cart classes.  Also, being original 
and authentic, perfect Attelage.   Approx. measurements:  Length of shafts from splinter bar 72ins, width 
between shafts at splinter bar 33ins, width between tugs, 26ins.  Lot 25 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, 
Lancashire 

26 4-WHEEL CARRIAGE built by Bennington to suit a 14.2 to 16.2hh.  Painted black with varnished panels and 
back step.  On 10-spoke metal wheels fitted with disc brakes, delayed steering, sprung seat, a pair of 
shafts.  In good condition, ideal for competitions and pleasure drives.  Lot 26 is located near Poulton-Le-
Fylde, Lancashire 



27 CAB-FRONTED GIG to suit 13 to 14hh.  Painted black on 46ins/ 14- spoke wheels with brass hub  caps, 
cranked axle and Dennett springs.  The cushions and back rest are upholstered in buttoned green cloth.  
The seat is adjustable, and storage is accessed via a drop-down rear panel.   Fitted with a brass rein rail, 
foot plate, whip holder, lamp brackets, steps and grab handles.  Approx. measurements: 72ins shafts and 
30ins at their widest, 23ins wide at the tugs.  This carriage has been a prolific show winner at county and 
BDS level. The cab front makes it a very useful gig for anyone with mobility problems. Lamps shown are 
not included.  Lot 27 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, Lancashire 

28 DOG CART built by Harewood Carriage Co., to suit 14.2 to 16hh.  Good looking carriage painted black with 
cream lining, with seating to seat 6 people.  On 12/14-spoke wheels with elliptic springs, and fitted with 
handbrake, lamp brackets, dashboard, mud guards and shafts.  Lot 28 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, 
Lancashire  

29 GOVERNESS CART built by R. Disturnal & Co.  Wednesbury, circa 1917 to suit 14 to 15hh.  Painted green 
with brown/yellow lining, and brown leather upholstery. On 1.05m wheels.  It is in needs of some 
attention. Approx. measurements: 1.50m wide x 3.00m long x 1.33m high.   Lot 29 can be viewed at the 
Reading Auction Centre 

30 WELL-BOTTOM GIG built by R.E. Sanders & Sons Ltd., Hitchin, Herts circa 1920's to suit 11 to 12hh such as 
a Welsh Section A pony.  A very nice little vehicle finished in natural varnished wood with gold lining, on 
38ins, 14-spoke wheels with engraved brass hub caps, with a cranked axle and elliptic springs.  The seat is 
adjustable and upholstered in buttoned Melton cloth.  Serial number 10919 is stamped in the wood under 
the seat cushion.  Fitted with mud guards, rein rail, front and rear lamp brackets, metal steps and a 
wooden whip holder.  Storage is accessed via a rear drop-down panel with brass furniture, supported on 
chains.  Approx. measurements:  60ins wide x 108ins long x 50ins high.  The shafts are approx. 21.5ins 
between the tug stops at their narrowest point, and they come with covers.   Lot 30 can be viewed at the 
Reading Auction Centre  

31 MARKET CART built by Vincents of Reading, to suit 13 to 15hh.  The body is in natural varnished wood, the 
frame, shafts and wheels being painted black.  Adjustable seat, with metal steps to front and rear.  Fitted 
with brass rein rial, brass whip holder, and lamp brackets.  Approx. overall measurements 400 cms x 150 
cms.  Length of shafts 220 cms, internal width at narrowest 55 cms.    Lot 31 is located near Horsham, 
Surrey 

32 TROLLEY to suit 14-16 hh cob.  Painted blue and red, with varnished bed, on 3 stud wheels with 
pneumatic tyres, and drum brakes to the rear wheels operated by a footbrake.  Brass spring hangers and 
other fittings, drop tailboard, and with a cross spring on the rear axle.  The red painted shafts with blue 
lining measure 220cms long, and the interior is 67cms at the narrowest point.  Approx. overall 
measurement 250cms x 145cms.   Lot 32 is located near Horsham, Surrey 

33 RALLI CAR built by Fenix to suit 14 to 16hh.  Painted green with gold lining, it has a drop tail board and 
slatted sides, with metal steps to front and rear.  The adjustable seat has a double-sided back rest 
upholstered in beige cord.  The metal wheels measure 115cms and are on elliptic springs. The shafts 
measure 213cms to the swingletree and are 58cms internally at their narrowest.  Approx. overall 
measurements are 370cms x 150cms.   Lot 33 is located near Horsham, Surrey  

34 LONDON FRUIT VAN to suit 14 to 16hh cob.  The open slatted body has a drop tailboard and is painted 
blue, with a yellow undercarriage on 3-stud wheels with pneumatic tyres measuring 70cms.  It has white 
metal fittings, and a foot brake.  The shafts are 205cms overall in length and internally 58cms at their 
narrowest.     Lot 34 is located near Horsham, Surrey 

  



35 4-WHEEL BUGGY from Columbus & Cortland Carriages Ltd of London c. 1900, to suit 14 to 16hh single or 
pair.  Painted green with black dashboard the seat has spindle sides the back of which is upholstered in 
buttoned cream cloth, and there is a seat cushion to match. The cut-under body is set on a perch with 
elliptic springs front and rear.  The 14 spoke wheels measure 93/98cms, and there are clip-on shafts and a 
pole.  The approx. overall length of the pole is approximately 3 metres, and the shafts are approx. 55cms 
internally at their narrowest.     Lot 35 is located near Horsham, Surrey 

36 CHAIR BACK GIG built by Gilderson Jnr. of Ilford to suit a full size horse.  Painted dark blue with 
 matching buttoned upholstery.  On 53ins, 16-spoke warner wheels with a cranked axle and 
 Dennett springs.  Fitted with leather-covered dashboard and mud guards, and ‘stirrup’ steps.   The 
 driver's step is bent out of line and requires  straightening. Approx. measurements:   68ins wide, 140ins 
 long x 67ins high, and 32ins between the shafts.   Lots 36 is located near Wymondham, Norfolk  
 
37 NORFOLK CART built by Wraight of Ramsgate to suit 13.2 to 14.2hh.  The railed body is painted black 
 with gold lining.  On 45ins, 16-spoke wheels with Dennett springs, on 3ins blocks.  The seat is adjustable 
 and is covered in black buttoned leatherette.  Fitted with brass grab handles and rein rail, lamp brackets 
 and steps.  Would require repainting to bring it up to show standard. Approx. measurements: 62ins wide 
 x 120ins long x 62ins high, and 24ins between the shafts.    Lots 36 is located near Wymondham, Norfolk  
 
38 WHITECHAPEL/LONDON DEALER'S CART built by Morgan of London, to suit 15 to 16hh.  The panelled 

body with spindles is painted green with cream lines and decoration. On 56ins/ 16-spoke wheels with 
brass hub caps and Dennett springs.  The back to back seating is covered in tan buttoned upholstery and 
accessed via a drop-down rear panel.  Fitted with lamp brackets, rein rail, whip holder and steps.  A 
beautiful example of a genuine quality carriage built by one of the leading carriage builders of the period, 
restored by a leading coach builder, ready to go showing or Attelage.   Approx. measurements:  76ins 
length of shafts, 34ins at their widest, 28ins at the tugs.   Lot 38 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, 
Lancashire 

39 SPIDER PHAETON to suit 12 to 13hh pony.  Painted black, on 12-spoke wheels with brass hub caps and 
elliptic springs.  Fitted with a curved leather covered dashboard, spindled seat back, brass whip holder 
and lamp brackets. This genuine Spider Phaeton is in ""barn-find"" condition being sound but requiring 
attention to paint work. It is complete with pole and shafts.   Lamps shown in the photos are not included. 
Lot 39 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, Lancashire 

40 ROUND BACK CUT-UNDER GIG built by Connelly of Hereford to suit 13 to 14.2hh.  A show condition 
vehicle, painted black with a burgundy undercarriage, and upholstered in fawn Bedford cord.   On 
48ins/16-spoke wheels with a cranked axle and Dennett springs.   Fitted with a brass rein rail, lamp 
brackets secured to the dashboard, steps and a whip holder.  An excellent quality vehicle for private drive 
or Attelage.  Approx. measurements: 72ins long shafts, 32ins at their widest and 26ins wide at the tugs. 
Lot 40 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, Lancashire  

41 PHAETON/WAGONETTE to suit 12.2 to 14hh pony pair or team.  A smart vehicle painted dark green with a 
black undercarriage all lined in cream.  The groom's seat folds into the floor to create a wagonette-style 
body.  On 10/12-spoke English pattern wheels with elliptic springs, and a spindled seat upholstered in 
black with brass stud edging.  Ideal for showing or pleasure drives.  Has been shown very successfully.    
Lamps shown in the photos are not included. Lot 41 is located near Poulton-Le-Fylde, Lancashire 

42 MILK FLOAT to suit 14.2 to 15hh.   Painted red and yellow, with matching lines, and black metal work.  On 
47.5ins/16-spoke wheels with cranked axle and elliptic springs.   Fitted with curved mud guards, brass rein 
rail, lamp brackets and adjustable seats accessed via the rear door.  There are fitted sign boards with the 
front board sign written 'S. L. H Contractors'. Won the Best 1940's Trade Vehicle at an Easter Parade.  
Approx. measurements:  74ins wide x 6ft 5ins long x 85ins high, length of shafts 82ins, 27ins at their 
narrowest.   Lot 42 can be viewed at the Reading Auction Centre 

  



43 WAGONETTE believed to be of French origin, circa 1900's; to suit 13.2 pair or 15.2hh single finished in 
natural varnished wood, and black leatherette seating for six passengers.  On 78/88cms, 10/12-spoke 
wheels with elliptic springs.  Comes with pole and shafts. Approx. measurements:  130 cms - with hubs 151 
cms wide x 255 cms (excluding step to rear) long x 158 cms high x 91cms height to driver floor.  Pole 
270cms, shaft length 230cms, shaft width at tip 70cms, swingletree height 64cms (pole) and swingletree 
height 76cms (shaft). Weighs 400kgs.  Lot 43 is located near Richmond, North Yorkshire 

 
 

 

The Winter Reading Carriage & Heavy Horse Sale 
will be timed online ending  

Wednesday 11th November 2020 
Entries required by 30th September  

 

Entry forms can be found on our website: www.tsauction.co.uk  

 

 

 
SETS OF HARNESS 
 

Please note that all sets are sold ‘as seen’ and are NOT guaranteed complete 

 
101 Set of black leather harness for a 13.2hh 
 pony with 5ins stainless steel bit and curb 
 chain. 

102 Complete set of black leather harness for a 
 12.2hh pony. Foreign made 

103 Set of leather exercise harness for 12.2hh 
 pony. Foreign made 

104 Set of black leather pony harness with brass 
 fittings; no noseband, no traces 

105 Set of black leather cob harness with brass 
 fittings; no noseband nor buckle on 
 breastplate 

106 Set of webbing pony harness, 11 to 12hh 

107 Complete set of black leather trade harness 
 to fit full size/x-full size 

108 Part set of brown leather harness with 
 traces; no breastplate or collar 

 

 

 

109 Set of full size brown and black/whitemetal 
 synthetic harness by Zilco WebZ to suit either 
 SINGLE, PAIR OR TANDEM.  Comes with 
 harness bags, tandem leader reins and some 
 spares. 

110 A complete set of extra full size 
 black/whitemetal synthetic breastcollar 
 harness by Zilco Tedex.  In good condition 
 and comes with carrying bags. 

111 Set of English black leather TANDEM leader 
 set that includes a saddle, back strap, 
 crupper, traces and carriers, a black patent 
 collar with tan lining measuring 21.5ins x 
 9.25ins, and brass tandem wheeler hames. 

112 Set of new single harness by Ideal to fit 
 cob/full size, 22ins x 10ins; new and only 1 
 rein 

v116 Set of black patent full size PAIR breastcollar 
 harness with brass fittings and breeching 
 'D's; all complete and in show condition - 
 carries VAT 

120 Set of leather/synthetic PAIR harness by 
 Equifor 

 Please note that all sets are sold ‘as seen’ and are NOT guaranteed complete 

http://www.tsauction.co.uk/


VEHICLE PARTS 

 
325 Pair of 11ft 9ins ash shafts 

326 Adjustable lamp brackets 

327 Carriage pole, length 270cms 

329 Pair of brass lamp brackets 

331 Pair of trade carriage steps 

332 Set of wheels for a Sack Trolley 

333 4 steel vulcanised cart wheels measuring - 2 x 
 850mm and 2 x 750mm. New and unused 

334 Brass whip holder and rein rail 

v335 Brass rein rail - carries VAT 

v336 Stainless steel rein rail - carries VAT 

v337 Pair of stainless-steel quick release shackles - 
 carries VAT 

v338 Pole head - carries VAT 

v339 Stainless steel whip holder - carries VAT 

v340 Brass whip holder - carries VAT 

v341 Stainless steel whip holder - carries VAT 

v342 Brass whip holder - carries VAT 

v343 Set of brass shaft fittings - carries VAT 

v344 Set of stainless-steel shaft fittings - carries 
 VAT 

v345 Pair of trace hooks - carries VAT 

v346 Pair of stainless-steel lamp brackets - carries 
 VAT 

v347 Pair of brass lamp brackets - carries VAT 

v348 Stainless steel footrest - carries VAT 

v349 Quick hitch bars for shafts - carries VAT 

 

 

v350 Large stainless-steel shaft fittings suitable for 
 a trade vehicle or Trolley - carries VAT 

v351 Large brass shaft fittings - carries VAT 

v352 Brass rein rail - carries VAT 

v353 Whitemetal rein rail - carries VAT 

v354 Brass shaft fittings - carries VAT 

v355 Brass whip holder - carries VAT 

v356 Whitemetal whip holder - carries VAT 

v357 Pair of brass lamp brackets - carries VAT 

v358 Pair of whitemetal lamp brackets - carries 
 VAT 

v359 Stainless steel pole head - carries VAT 

v360 Cranked axle 

361 Varnished and red carriage pole approx. 
 255cms long and comes with matching 
 splinter bar 125cms 

362 Box of various vehicle parts including step, 
 links, etc 

363 2 pairs of carriage wheels with rubber treads, 
 diameter 76cm/107cms  

364 3 x pallets of vehicle parts with the metal 
 work in red oxide, plus wooden body 
 panels to make up a carriage.  Consist of: 
 Bed 78ins long x 41ins wide x 2ins deep 
 (new); 2 long sides; 2 panels connected to 
 sides to support seat; seat board; rails to 
 back of seats; dashboard; tail board; rails to 
 tail board; footboard; 2 axles; turntable, 
 springs and hangers.  Assortment of  smaller 
 pieces of iron work that it is not possible to 
 place without piecing the whole thing 
 together.   

 Box of various vehicle parts including step, 
 links etc are Lot 362.The wheels shown are 
 Lot 363 

365 Set of black tandem bars 

SADDLERY & TACK 
 
502 Pair of long black chaps 

503 Saddle rack with bridle racks 

504 Two sets of donut side reins 

505 Four girths of various sizes and lengths 

506 Four assorted nose bands 

507 Saddle by M.E.Howey, D-D 7ins, 16ins 

508 Saddle by M.E.Howey, D-D 6ins, 16ins 

509 Four girths of various sizes 

510 Four red girths of various sizes 

511 Pair of long leather riding boots, wide, size 41  

512 Pair of numnahs 

515 Four saddle racks 
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516 Quantity of tack comprising of 4 x stirrups 
 with leathers; 4 x martingales; 3 sets of spurs 
 - 1 x Craig & Davies and 2 x Distad Ltd; 4 x 
 leather tail guards and 2prs of knee caps, and 
 7 assorted girths 

517 A new 7ft Masta waffle rug; a quantity of 
 used stirrup leathers and an anti-cast leather 
 roller   

518 Saddle racks 

519 Corner hay rack 

520 5prs of new German tendon boots and a bag 
 of new bandages 

521 Box of hoof picks 

v522 16.5ins saddle medium wide fit by Tower 
 Farm - carries VAT 

v523 English leather anti-cast roller - carries VAT 

524 16.5ins black saddle by Wintec 

525 17ins brown leather saddle by George Keiffer 

v526 Brown leather Military saddle 

527 English Citation bridle 

528 New leather side reins and a hunting 
 breastplate 

529 Masta horse rug, 5ft 9ins 

530 Donkey saddle and a pack saddle 

531 Two bridle racks; new 

532 3 x black mini pony headcollars 

533 2 x red mini pony headcollars 

534 3 x pony headcollar and lead rope sets 

535 3 x Shetland pony headcollars 

536 Bag of 10 lead ropes; new 

537 12 assorted brow bands of various sizes and 
 20 cheek pieces for riding bridles of various 
 length/widths 

540 Box of long riding boots - 2 x leather and 2 x 
 rubber, sizes 37/38, plus a pair of boot pulls 

541 3 drop nose bands, a grackle, a cavesson and 
 a pair of stirrup leathers, 62ins long 

543 10 x new hay nets in Royal Blue 

544 10 x new hay nets in purple 

545 10 x new hay nets in pink 

546 10 x new hay nets in red 

547 10 x new lead ropes in black 

549 7 x riding reins - 6 leather/1 plaited, and 3 
 pairs of stirrup leathers 

552 2 x anti-grazing muzzles - 1 x pony/1 x 
 Shetland, plus 3 headcollars to fit a small 
 pony 

v553 10 x lead ropes - carries VAT 

v554 5 x haylage nets - carries VAT 

v555 Seat stick - carries VAT 

v556 Black cob size bridle with flash - carries VAT 

v557 Small Western saddle; 13.5ins from pommel 
 to cantle - carries VAT 

v558 17ins brown GP saddle by GFS, medium fit; 
 stitching needs repairing - carries VAT 

v559 Cob size treeless saddle by Libra - carries VAT 

v560 Spanish saddle with suede seat in good 
 condition; 15ins from pommel to cantle - 
 carries VAT 

v561 10 x purple lead ropes - carries VAT 

v562 Full size brown leather bridle with rubber 
 reins - carries VAT 

v563 5 x haylage nets - carries VAT 

v564 16.5ins saddle, VSD by Charles Monfort, 
 medium fit; in very good condition - carries 
 VAT 

v565 17.5ins black GP jump saddle by Ledgend, 
 medium fit - carries VAT 

v566 Black full size bridle with reins; new - carries 
 VAT 

v567 5 x black haylage nets - carries VAT 

v568 10 x lead ropes – carries VAT 

 v569 17ins black GP saddle by Antill, medium fit - 
 carries VAT 

v570 18ins black GP saddle by Passier, medium fit - 
 carries VAT 

v571 16ins black GP saddle by Garret; medium fit - 
 carries VAT 

v572 18ins brown GP saddle by by Wychanger 
 Barton, medium fit - carries VAT 

v573 17ins brown dressage saddle by Albion; in 
 good condition - carries VAT 
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v574 18ins saddle by MJ Saddlery with felt pad, 
 wide fit - carries VAT 

575 Blue drying rack for rugs 

v795 Quantity of black/red lead ropes with brass 
 clips - carries VAT 

796 Three leather girths 

 

SUNDRY HARNESS & 
ACCOUTREMENTS 
 

901 Cob driving bridle 

902 Pair of Musgrave-style harness brackets 

903 Single pony waterproof neck cover 

905 Victorian Malacca cane with whitemetal top 
 depicting a hunting dog 

906 In exceptional condition, an antique 
 travelling case with green silk-effect lining, 
 containing various compartments  

907 Tall antique milk churn 

908 Full size brown leather Western saddle made 
 in Wyoming, USA with decorative stitching 
 and whitemetal fittings; in good condition 

909 Holly driving whip by Swaine, length 1.64m 

910 Two stainless steel driving bits 

911 Stainless steel Liverpool bit, 5.25ins 

918 Victorian harness cleaning hook 

919 Cavesson 

920 Lady's dressage hat by Christys’, 6 5/8921
 Coach horn with a leather case 

922 Three professional horns by England 
 Supreme within their original presentation 
 case: coach horn, tandem horn and a hunting 
 horn; measuring 14ins, 26.25ins and 
 52.75ins; there are 2 mouthpieces but 1 
 doesn't fit horn. 

923 Vintage wooden saddle/harness stand 

924 Pair of black carriage lamps with pagoda tops 
 by Marston of Birmingham 

925 Late Victorian wheelwright's four-legged 
 elm wheel horse bench. Approx. 
 measurements:  Top - narrow end 13.25ins, 
 wider end 32.5ins x 34.5ins long x 17ins high. 

926 Shetland pony pair converter 

927 Box of sundry stirrups, bits and rings 

928 Holly whip with brass ferrule 

929 Antique Musgrave-style bridle bracket 

930 Two stainless steel driving bits 

931 Painted milk churn with lid 

932 Pair of leather livery boots with wooden 
 trees, measures 45cms high, 29.5cms length 
 of foot 

v933 Set of brown English leather pair horse reins 
 to suit cob/full size; new and never been 
 used - carries VAT 

v934 Reversible cotton driving apron with blue 
 check lining - carries VAT 

v935 Pair of black/brass oval fronted carriage 
 lamps; in very good condition - carries VAT 

v936 3 x round harness bells - carries VAT 

v937 5.5ins stainless steel horseshoe Wilson bit - 
 carries VAT 

v938 6ft 6ins show fleece in navy blue - carries VAT 

v939 6ft 6ins show fleece in navy blue - carries VAT 

v940 New rib protectors by Zilco - carries VAT 

v941 Horse docking knife by Arnolds of London - 
 carries VAT 

v942 Pair of leather hunting boots with wooden 
 trees, size 6-6.5; in very good condition - 
 carries VAT 

943 Victorian Dealer's whip dated 1862 with 13 
 brass ferrules and a stamp of Queen 
 Victoria's head on the butt end.  There is a 
 repair to the leather whip end.  Measures 
 155cms long 

944 Heavy horse collar and hames, approx. 
 23.5ins x 10.5ins 

945 Full collar and hames, approx. 21ins x 9ins 

946 2 x driving aprons 

947 Bag of miscellaneous Zilco items 

948 Bag containing in-hand items i.e two pony 
 bridles, and 5ins in-hand bits 

949 Bag of saddler's tools 

950 Bag of miscellaneous Zilco items 
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951 A leather spares case with contents 

952 Bag of miscellaneous Zilco items 

953 Four synthetic under halters to fit a 
 miniature pony 

954 Bag of miscellaneous sewing items 

955 Liverpool ported bit, 5.75ins and a Wilson bit 

956 2 x Lister clippers in good working order 

957 Leather driving reins to suit a large pony or 
 small cob 

958 Set of leather driving reins for a Shetland 
 pony 

959 Small pony size holly whip 

960 4 military reversible bits - 1 x 5in, 1 x 5.25ins,  
 1 x 5.5ins and 1 x 5.75ins, with end bar and 
 includes 3 x curb chains. In good condition 

961 3 butterfly bits - 1 x 5.5ins with small port 
 and 2 x 4.75ins mullen mouth including curb 
 chains 

962 3 x 2-slot Liverpool driving bits - 1 x 4.5ins, 1 
 x 5ins and 1 x 5.5ins Zilco fixed cheek mullen 
 mouth with 2 curb chains 

963 2 x 3-slot Liverpool driving bits - 1 x 5.25ins 
 and 1 x 5.5ins, includes 1 curb chain 

964 Black leather English driving collar with brass 
 hames, size 22ins x 11ins. In good used 
 condition 

965 Two driving aprons - 1 burgundy with cream 
 piping and 1 green with white piping 

966 Patent driving saddle with Tilbury tugs to fit a 
 large horse, 16hh + 

967 Exercise webbing tandem traces for Shetland 
 ponies 

968 8 stainless steel bit of various sizes and 
 shapes, and 1 hackamore for a 12.2hh pony 

970 Holly whip by Dennis Walmsley 

971 Holly whip 

972 Brown leather in-hand lead rein with brass 
 chain end 

973 Pair of brown traces, 61ins long by Stelinksi 
 and 3 spare traces 

974 Brown leather driving bridle with brass 
 fittings by Stelinski  

975 Pair of brown driving reins by Stelinski 

976 Brown leather belly band with extension and 
 brass fittings by Stelinski 

977 Pair of brown leather breeching straps with 
 brass fittings; 2 brown leather straps with 
 brass fittings to secure cushions, 46ins long; 
 1 pair of brown cheek pieces with brass 
 fittings and a small brown leather pad 

978 2 driving whips for singles, plus a whip board 
 with reel 

979 Wall light with cranberry coloured glass in 
 the shape of grapes. Ideal for a wagon 

980 Hunt crop 

981 Child's hunt crop 

982 Gent's leather covered hunt crop in excellent 
 condition 

983 Side saddle whip with decorative bone 
 handle 

984 Side saddle whip with an ivory handle, inset 
 with gemstone  

985 Side saddle whip with bone handle and 
 baleen handpart.  Overall length 
 94cms.  Thong length 20.5cms, top of handle 
 to bottom collar 20cms 

986 Very fine side saddle whip with gilt chased 
 cap and collar 

987 Lady's hunt crop 

988 Holly-effect handle for a driving whip  

989 Handle for a driving whip with silver butt cap 

990 Handle for a driving whip with buckle design 
 butt cap 

991 Metal handle for a driving whip 

992 2 handles for a driving whip 

993 Whip reel with a brass horseshoe front 

994 Coach horn by Kohler in a leather case, 33ins 

995 Lady's parasol with folding ivory handle 

996 2 x wooden capped bridle racks in the 
 Musgrave-style 

997 Harness bridle rack and one other 

998 2 x foldaway harness brackets 

999 Wooden saddle rack 
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1000 Extending harness crane 

1001 Elbow/sausage boot 

1002 Veterinary mouth gag 

1003 Haussman pattern mouth gag with a set of 
 spare mouth plates 

1004 Rare crib strap with sprung spikes 

1005 3pc hay tester in a leather case by Skelton & 
 Co. 

1006 Saddle by Sowter for a rider with a prosthetic 
 limb 

1007 Desk clock advertising Vanner & Prest, Stable 
 Products 

1008 Harness maker's advertising clock, Vanner & 
 Prest 

1009 Ribbed coach horn by Army & Navy 

1010 2 x Hitchcock overcheck bits for driving 

1011 Boot jack 

1012 12 x unusual cart horse bits 

1013 Dumb jockey 

1014 Medieval horseshoe in a glass display case 

1015 Horseshoe with Calkins C1600 

1016 Tongue horseshoe withy Calkins C1700 

1017 Mounted horseshoe with Calkins C1600 

1018 1 pair of traces 

1019 Pair of swan neck spurs 

1020 Collection of 6 unusual rowelled spurs 

1021 6 assorted spurs 

1022 Pair of side rowelled spurs 

1023 Pair of child's clog stirrups 

1024 Collection of stirrups 

1025 5 x unusual stirrups 

1026 Pair of South American wooden stirrups 

1027 Pair of cage stirrups 

1028 Pair of Peruvian wooden stirrups 

1029 2 brass Spanish-style stirrups 

1030 Pair of Mali stirrups 

1031 Pair of bell pattern cavalry stirrups 

1032 Brazilian stirrup with face motif 

1033 4 Mexican cowboy spurs 

1034 Large rowelled spur 

1035 Child's/Miniature brass Spanish stirrup 

1036 Extra large grey top hat 

1037 4 x vintage riding hats 

1038 Child's bowler hat 

1039 Child's bowler hat 

1040 Good quality metal shaft stand for two-
 wheeled vehicles.  Height 41ins 

1041 Copper hunt horn with nickel ferrule and 
 mouthpiece, overall length approx. 12ins 
 long, complete with a leather case.  All in 
 good condition except for the over loop. 

1042 Oak boot box to fit on the front of a travelling 
 Chariot; measures 38cms x 40cms x 61cms 

1043 Dark brown Melton cloth carriage rug with 
 check lining, measures approx. 78ins x 51ins 

1044 Broller with whitemetal fittings to suit 12.2hh 

1045 2 pairs of driving reins for a large pony 

1046 Heavy horse collar measuring 26.5ins x 
 12.5ins, with a pair of hames 

1047 Pair of carriage lamps with round fronts. 
 Measuring 9ins diam. x 16in high 

v1048 48ins long dealers whip with thong - carries 
 VAT 

v1049 Harness decoration with 5 brasses - carries 
 VAT 

v1050 In-hand Shire bridle with yellow inserts - 
 carries VAT 

v1051 Cotton plough lines - carries VAT 

v1052 Hoof clincher - carries VAT 

v1053 Leather tethering collar - carries VAT 

v1054 Leather belt with clinchers, 90cms - carries 
 VAT 

v1055 Leather belt with clinchers, 100cms - carries 
 VAT 

v1056 Leather belt with clinchers, 110cms - carries 
 VAT 

v1057 10 x lead ropes - carries VAT 

v1058 Pair of whitemetal carriage lamps with oval 
 fronts; in very good condition - carries VAT 
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v1059 Black waffle pad, 39ins x 6ins - carries VAT 

v1060 Green fleece pad, 38ins x 7ins - carries VAT 

v1061 Red harness pad, 38ins x 6.5ins - carries VAT 

v1062 Pony size pad and breeching by Zilco - carries 
 VAT 

v1063 Universal nickel army bit, 5.5ins - carries VAT 

v1064 Shetland size biothane under halter - carries 
 VAT 

v1065 Pony size biothane under halter - carries VAT 

v1066 Cob size biothane under halter - carries VAT 

v1067 Full size biothane under halter - carries VAT 

v1069 Pair of No.2 heavy horse brass hames; in very 
 good condition - carries VAT 

v1071 Cart bridle to fit a Shire horse - carries VAT 

v1072 Stainless steel back chain - carries VAT 

v1073 Wanty belly band with brass buckles; in very 
 good condition - carries VAT 

v1074 Pair of heavy horse nylon headcollars - 
 carries VAT 

v1075 Pair of black/brass carriage lamps with oval 
 fronts - carries VAT 

v1076 Pair of black cob size biothane breeching 
 straps with horseshoe buckles - carries VAT 

v1077 Pair of brown cob size biothane breeching 
 straps with horseshoe buckles - carries VAT 

v1078 Pair of stainless-steel breeching 'D's - carries 
 VAT 

v1079 6.5ins stainless steel Liverpool bit - carries 
 VAT 

v1080 7ins stainless steel Liverpool bit - carries VAT 

v1081 Pair of carriage lamps with horseshoe 
 fronted and whitemetal trim - carries VAT 

v1082 Whitemetal rear carriage lamp - carries VAT 

v1083 Nosebag with leather fittings - carries VAT 

v1084 Set of leather plaited cob size reins - carries 
 VAT 

v1085 Pair of hoof nippers - carries VAT 

v1086 5.5ins rubber Liverpool bit - carries VAT 

v1087 Waffle harness pad, 39ins x 7ins - carries VAT 

v1088 3 x large harness bells - - carries VAT 

v1089 Pair of cob size biothane traces - carries VAT 

v1091 Pair of 5ins stainless steel Buxton bits - 
 carries VAT 

v1092 5.5ins stainless steel horseshoe bit - carries 
 VAT 

v1093 4.5ins stainless steel horseshoe bit - carries 
 VAT 

v1094 Cotton plough lines - carries VAT 

v1095 Adjustable seat stick - carries VAT 

v1096 Horse measurer/walking stick combination - 
 carries VAT 

v1097 Nylon headcollar for a Shire horse - carries 
 VAT 

v1098 Nylon headcollar for a Shire horse - carries 
 VAT 

v1099 Dealer's whip with thong by Holland, 45ins 
 long - carries VAT 

v1100 Pair of stainless-steel quick release shackles - 
 carries VAT 

v1101 Set of red kidney beaters - carries VAT 

v1102 Pair of black/brass carriage lamps with 
 square fronts; crack in one lens - carries VAT 

1103 Pair of black/brass carriage lamps with oval 
 fronts 

1104 Black silk top hat by Lock & Co., size approx. 
 7.25, comes with cardboard hat box 

1105 Pair of Bernard Wetherill matching driving 
 aprons, with antique leather buckles 

1106 Pair of long black leather riding boots with 
 wooden trees, size 10. Approx.
 measurements: length of sole from heel to 
 toe 30.5cms x height of boot from ground 
 to top 48.5cms x circumference 40.5cms 

1107 Pair of long black leather hunting boots with 
 mahogany tops and wooden trees, approx. 
 size 10. Comes with a boot bag.  Approx. 
 measurements: length of sole from heel 
 to toe 31cms x height of boot from ground to 
 top 51cms x circumference 42cms 
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1108 Pair of long black riding boots with 
 formerly mahogany tops, now black,  approx. 
 size 10.  Approx. measurements:  length 
 of sole from heel to toe 32cms x height 
 of boot from ground to top 50cms x circum. 
 43.5cms 

1109 Black hunting jacket by Pytchley 

1110 Black hunting jacket with cream check lining, 
 approx. 44ins chest 

1111 Dark green livery coat with black velvet collar 
 and brass buttons 

1112 Set of sack wheels 

1113 Stainless steel Liverpool bit, 7ins – carries 
 VAT 

1114 Pair of carriage lamps with horseshoe fronts 
 and whitemetal trim – carries VAT 

1115 Rear carriage lamp with brass trim – carries 
 VAT 

1116 2 grey bowler hats – 1 x Moss Bros. approx. 
 7.25ins and 1 x Christys’ approx. 7.25ins; and 
 a grey top hat by Moss Bros. approx. 7.5ins 

v1128 Rear carriage lamp with brass trim - carries 
 VAT 

v1129 Liverpool bit, 5ins - carries VAT 

v1130 Pair of carriage lamps with horseshoe fronts 
 and whitemetal trim - carries VAT 

v1131 Rear carriage lamp with brass trim - carries 
 VAT 

1132 2 South American cavalry stirrups 

1133 Quantity of unusual harness fittings 

1134 Quantity of unusual harness fittings 

1135 Brass clencher with bearing rein attachments 

1136 Terret swinger - Year of the Horse 1978 

1137 Large brass hame plate with swinger and two 
 rosettes 

1138 Parade horse brass - Bishops Stortford 1907 

1139 Brass hame plate with a ceramic rosette 

1140 Horse brass engraved Ealing Horse Parade, 
 1948 

1141 Merit badge - H. Sabey, 192(?) 

1142 Pair of oval fronted carriage lamps 

1143 Coach horn with Beaufort funnel 

1144 Buxton driving bit, 4.25ins by Eldonian 

 

EQUESTRIAN & SPORTING 
PRINTS & PICTURES 
 

1902 Unframed oil on canvas of a white horse 

1903 A nice set of four coloured prints of coaching 
 and hunting scenes 

1904 Four hunting pictures with wood and gold 
 effect frames 

1905 Print entitled Leaving London to Spend 
 Christmas in the Country, departing from the 
 La Belle Sauvage Inn, London 

1906 Two amusing driving prints 

1907 Two driving/coaching prints 

1908 2 framed and glazed prints - Bowden 
 Coaching Recollections - Scenes in the Snow; 
 image measures 35cms x 41cms 

1909 Ink sketch of a Hansom Cab by Adrian Davies, 
 measures 34cms x 26cms 

1911 Framed and glazed print of a ploughing 
 match by Wootton, measures 19ins x 27.5ins, 
 and a gilt framed print of a logging scene by E 
 Kaliky, measures 15ins x 43ins 

1912 Two framed pictures, one of a Bow Top and 
 another of a Trotting Race both by P Hind, 
 measures 23ins x 19ins 

1913 An unframed painting Side Saddle Payment 
 signed C. Harrison. Measurements 9"" x 5ins 

1914 3 framed photographs of heavy horses and 
 wagons, c1920 at Ulverston Hospital Parade 

1915 Large framed coaching print after Cooper 
 Henderson, 88cms x 67cms 

1916 Watercolour of a gentleman driving a 
 Sociable, signed PB, measures 56cms x 48cms 

1917 Watercolour of a Stagecoach at the Crown 
 Inn in Saxmundham, measures 22cms x 
 33cms 

1918 Framed picture of the London to Liverpool 
 Coach by Cecil Aldin, measures 78cms x 
 35cms 

1919 Panoramic photograph of the Grand Hotel 
 and Opera House in Paris with many 
 carriages, c1880, measures 36cms x 100cms 
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1920 Oak framed hunting print entitled The New 
 Style, measures 73cms x 61cms 

1921 Hunting print by Cecil Aldin, entitled The 
 Quorn (Bilsdon Coplow), measures 98cms x 
 66cms; glazing is broken on top left hand 
 corner 

1922 Framed and glazed black and white 
 photograph of a pair of grey Shires to a 
 'Brewery Museum' dray; measures 42cms x 
 29cms, together with a framed and glazed 
 limited edition print of a hay wagon pulled by 
 2 heavy horses, signed Christopher Jarvis 
 201/250 

1923 Framed picture entitled Ploughing on the 
 Down by Coulson; image measures 51cms x 
 71cms 

  

MODELS  
 

2102 Child's donkey and cart by Triang 

2103 A pair of small posy vases in the form of a 
 pair of whitemetal hunting boots, approx. 
 3.75ins high 

2106 Very small model of a street vendor and 
 handcart marked with Dutch silver hallmark, 
 CS3; approx.. 4cms long x 3cms high 

2107 Very small model of a Brougham and driver 
 pulled by a pair of horses, with Dutch silver 
 hallmark CS3,  approx. 7cms long x 3cms high 

2108 Very small model of a Hansom Cab and driver 
 marked with Dutch silver hallmark dated 
 1978, approx. 7cms long x 4cms high 

2110 Vintage horseshoe shaped mirror. 
 Measurements 19ins x 17in. a/f 

2111 Barometer set in leather and hung within a 
 stirrup 

2112 Wooden trophy bearing a copper plate and 
 small plate engraved The Three Counties 
 Show, The Harry Hall Trophy, 1957, Lt.Co. & 
 Mrs J.F.S Bullen's Team 

2113 Posey vases in the form of a pair of silver 
 plated riding boots with ceramic linings, 3ins 
 high 

2114 Pair of stone horse heads, measuring 50cms 
 high; a/f 

EQUESTRIAN BOOKS 
 
2302 Tales of the Old Horsemen by Jennifer Davies 

2303 Box of equestrian books 

2304 Driving a Harness Horse by Sallie Walrond, 
 2002 

2305 All Thanks to His Grace - A History of the 
 Easton Harrier 1862-1986 and If St.Peter was 
 Hounds by Tony Harvey (2) 

2306 Coaching Days of England; measures 20.5 x 
 15.5ins 

2307 Carriage Driving by John Cowley, 1988, 1st 
 ed. Crowood Press 

2308 The History of the London Horse Cab by 
 Trevor May, 1995, 1st ed. 

2309 3 books - Riding High by Col. Sir Mike Ansell, 
 1974, publisher Peter Davies Ltd; The Horse - 
 A Complete Guide to Horse Breeds and 
 Breeding by Jane Kidd, 1990, publisher Tiger 
 Books and Horses of the World - 1973/1974 
 by Orbis Publishing 

2310 The Horse in the Ancient World 2003, 1st ed, 
 Sutton publication 

2311 Driving at Tandem by Paul Deliveux, 1996, 
 publisher J.A. Allen & Co.  

2313 The Draft Horse - The Gentle Giants that Built 
 the World by Donna Campbell Smith 

2314 Cavalry - The History of the Fighting Elite 
 650BC - AD1914 by V. Voksic & Z. Grbask 

2315 3 books - Lonsdale Library - The Way of a 
 Man with a Horse; The Horsemen's 
 Weekend Book by Gordon Winter and 
 Walter's Horse Keeper's Encyclopaedia by 
 W.H. Walter 

2316 2 books - People with Long Ears by Robin 
 Boreick and The Irish Donkey by Erik Swinfen 

2317 The Derby Stakes 1780-1997 by Michael 
 Church, no. 780/1314.  Dedicated to 
 Signorinetta winner of the Derby Stakes in 
 1908. Signed copy, never been read 

2318 Eclipse by Michael Church, no. 423/1250.  
 Dedicated to 'Swynford' winner of the Eclipse 
 Stake 1911.  Signed copy, never been read 
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2319 The Classic Pedigree 1776-1989 by Michael 
 Church, no. 700/1101.  Dedicated to 
 'Signorinetta' winner of the 1908 Oaks 
 Stakes. Signed copy, like new 

2320 Dams of Classic Winner 1777-1993, no. 
 700/1101 dedicated to dam 'Signorinetta' 
 winner of the 1908 Oaks States.  Signed copy, 
 in mint condition 

2321 The Derby Stakes 1780-1997 by Michael 
 Church, presented to Roy Goodwin 

2322 The Stallion Book for 1988, published by 
 Weatherbys 

2323 Famous Horses with portraits and pedigrees 
 by Theo Taunton 

2324 The Mad Hatters Great Sporting Eccentrics of 
 the Nineteenth Century by Douglas 
 Sutherland 

2325 Boswells: Rom - Romany Girl by R.P. Abbey 

2326 The Gypsies Waggon-Time and After by Denis 
 Harvey 

2327 The Classic Racehorse by Peter Willet 

2328 Step and Go Together by B.K. Beckwith 

2329 Driving the Light Horse - Training for Pleasure 
 and Competition by Charlene Roth 

2330 Old Days and Old Ways by Maggie Smith-
 Bendell BEM 

2331 Carriage Lamps by Gloria Austin 

2332 The Golden Carriage and the Horse of 
 Hapsburg by Gloria Austin 

2333 3 1st edition books by Charles Harper - Exeter 
 Road, 1899; North Devon Road, 1908 and 
 The Somerset Coast, 1909 

2334 3 books - Veterinary Notes for Horse Owners 
 by Horace Hayes, FRCVS, 1891 (no spine); 
 Horses & Stables by Lieut-General Sir F. 
 Fitzwygram, Bart, 4th ed. 1894, bound in 
 black cloth with many engraved plates at the 
 back and Manual of Horsemanship, War 
 Office Publication in 1937 

2335 3 books - The Lonsdale Library:  The Way of a 
 Man with a Horse by Lt. Col. G. Brooke DSO, 
 MC, 1st ed, 1930, photos throughout; The 
 Silver Horn by Gordon Grand, published in 
 New York 1932 and Driving by The Duke of 
 Beaufort, reprint of 1890 ed., published 1986 

2336 Down the Road by Renyardson 

2337 The Badminton Library - Driving by Duke of 
 Beaufort, 1889 

2338 Four bound volumes of Saddlers, Harness 
 Makers and Carriage Builders' Gazette, 1888 
 commencing with No. 207 - Vol. XVII, July 1; 
 1889; 1890 and 1891(Dec. 1891 missing but 
 Jan. 1892 included at end) and The English 
 Carriage by Hugh McCausland,1948. Col. and 
 black and white illustrations (2) 

2339 The English Carriage by Hugh McCausland, 
 1948, and 1985 reprint of Coaching Days and 
 Coaching Ways in larger format  

2340 The Horseman's Year by Lt.-Col. W.E Lyon, 
 1954; Brighton and Its Coaches - A History of 
 the London and Brighton Road by William 
 Blew, 1894 and Virginia Winmill Livingston 
 Armstrong, ""Gone Away"" with the 
 Winmills, The story of an American family 
 from 1884 to 1975; limited edition 1977 (3) 

2341 2 books - James W. Burgess: A Practical 
 Treatise on Coach-Building, Historical and 
 Descriptive; a very high quality facsimile of 
 the 1881 pocket book and Stagecoaches & 
 Carriages by Ivan Sparks, an Illustrated 
 History of Coaches and Coaching 

2342 Marylian Watney: The Elegant Carriage; a 
 revised edition 1979; Mrs B.M.I. Watney 
 (ed.): The British Driving Society Book of 
 Driving; 1987 reprint and Marylian Watney & 
 Sanders: Horse Power; 1975 (3) 

2343 D.J.M. Smith: A Dictionary of Horse-Drawn 
 Vehicles; 1988 and The London Harness 
 Horse Parade, A Brief History by Keith 
 Chivers, 1996  (2) 

2344 Duke of Beaufort (ed.): The Badminton 
 Library of Sports and Pastimes - Driving; 
 1890 and The Coaching Age by David 
 Mountfield; 1976 (2) 

2345 The Encyclopaedia of Carriage Driving; 1988, 
 first published 1974 and Looking at Carriages; 
 1980 both by Sallie Walrond, and The British 
 Driving Society Book of Driving; 1987 reprint 
 by Mrs B.M.I. Watney, (3) 

2346 Cooper Henderson and the Open Road by 
 Charles Lane, 1984 and Postkutschen 
 Romantic by  W.W. Windisch & R. Weich; 
 1981 (2) 
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2347 Duke of Beaufort, (ed) - The Badminton 
 Library of Sports and Pastimes - Driving; title 
 page missing but believed to be 2nd ed. 1889 
 and Hints on Driving by Capt. C.  Morley 
 Knight 1895 (2) 

2348 The London Harness Horse Parade, A Brief 
 History by Keith Chivers, 1996 and The Heavy 
 Horse, Its Harness and Harness Decorations 
 by Terry Keegan, 1973 (2) 

2349 Felton: An Assemblage of 19th Century 
 Horses and Carriages and Adams, William 
 Bridges: English Pleasure Carriages; 1971 
 reprint of the important 1837 work (2) 

2350 American Carriages, Sleighs, Sulkies and Carts 
 by Don H. Berkebile (ed.), 1977 and Report 
 and Documents, Post-Office Committee 
 House Representatives February 1835 by D. 
 Saunders (2) 

2351 Birch Reynardson, C.T.S: Down the Road, 
 Reminiscences of a Gentleman Coachman; 
 1874 and The Art of Driving According to the 
 Guidelines of Benno von Achenbach by Max 
 Pape, 1982 (2) 

2352 Horse-Drawn Vehicles Since 1760 by Arthur 
 Ingram in colour, 1977;  The Romance of 
 Transport by Ellison Hawks, 1931; Horse 
 Keeper’s Guide and Horseman’s Year, 1952 
 edited by W.E. Lyon (4) 

2353 The Australian State Coach Register of 
 Contributors, a gift from the people of 
 Australia to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 
 On the Occasion of the Bicentennial of 
 Australia 1988 and  Royal Cavalcade by L.A. 
 Nickolls (2) 

2354 Royal Cavalcade by L.A. Nickolls and Saddlery 
 and Harness-Making; 1971 by Paul a reprint 
 of the excellent 1904 edition, written at the 
 peak of the harness trade when practically all 
 road transport was horse drawn (2) 

2355 Sporting Prints NY by F.L.Wilder, 1974, 
 largely equestrian, fully illustrated with 
 individual descriptions and Stage-Coach to 
 John O'Groats by Leslie Gardiner; 1961, 
 with foreword by Sanders Watney (2)  

2356 Duke of Edinburgh Competition Carriage 
 Driving and The Book of the Horse; 1947 by 
 Brian Vesey-Fitzgerald, a well-illustrated  
 with many coaching references, Part Two, by 
 Lionel Edwards, is entitled The Horse in Art.  
 A far-ranging and well-illustrated book of 
 considerable interest to horse-lovers (2) 

2357 The Horse by William Youatt, printed in 1843 
 by Chapman & Hall 

2358  The Manchester & Glasgow Road - This Way 
 to Gretna Green, Vols 1 & 2 by Charles G. 
 Harper, printed 1907 

2359  The Autobiography of a Stage Coachman, 
 Vols 1, 2 & 3 by Thomas Cross, printed in 
 1861 

2360 Saddlery and Harness Catalogue by Rawle of 
 London 

2361 Stagecoach by John Richards, chairman of 
 the BDS, fully illustrated with colour prints, 
 etc and Tally-Ho! a hardback book by 
 Christopher Busby with illustrations (2) 

2362 Quantity of 8 equestrian books 

2363  Encyclopaedia of The Horse edited by Lt. 
 Colonel G. Hope & G. N. Jackson; Guide to 
 the Horses of the World and Horses; Horses 
 & Saddlery by Major G. Tylden; The Law 
 by John Weatherill; The Principles of Riding 
 Book 1 & 2 and Hello to Riding (7) 

 

 
  



CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR ON-LINE AUCTIONS & TENDERS 

1.At the fall of the hammer, closing of the tender sale or the on-line lot closing time, the highest acceptable bid for each 
lot shall be the Purchaser and, in the event of any dispute, the Auctioneers shall have absolute discretion to settle such 
dispute.  

2.No person may advance less at a bid than a sum to be named from time to time by the Auctioneer, nor shall any 
bidding be retracted. The Auctioneers may, without giving any reason therefore, refuse to accept the bidding of any 
person or person. 

3.All lots are put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by the Vendors, who may bid for any lot or lots, and may 
withdraw any lot or lots, either personally or through the Auctioneers or through any other person, as many times as 
they respectively may think fit. 

4.All intending bidders at on-line or tender sales must register with the Auctioneers prior to placing a bid. All intending 
bidders must make prior arrangements regarding method of payment before attending or participating in a sale.  

5.No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises until paid for, but each and every lot shall immediately at the fall of 
the hammer be considered as delivered and be and remain in every respect at the absolute risk of the respective 
Purchaser or Purchasers thereof, and shall be removed at the Purchaser`s expense after the conclusion of the Sale and 
taken with all faults or errors of description. 

6.The Auctioneers act only as agents for the Vendor(s) and are not responsible for any default by either Vendor(s) or 
Purchaser. In particular, they shall not be liable to pay the Vendor until payment is received from the Purchaser. 

7.No undertaking of the Auctioneers or their employees to take charge of any lots after the sale or to forward them to 
their destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of the foregoing 
conditions. 

8.In all cases of transfer the original Purchaser shall be held responsible for the purchase money. 

9.The Auctioneers reserve the right to withdraw or divide any lot or to combine any two or more lots at their sole 
discretion and to sell in such order as they may think fit. 

10.The Auctioneers have described the lots to the best of their ability and belief, but any statement made either in 
advertisements, catalogues, on-line description, photograph or other publicity are those of opinion only and are made 
without responsibility and shall not give rise to any action in law for damages or compensation or rescission of sale by a 
purchaser against the Vendor, the Auctioneers or their employees. All electrical or mechanical items are sold as un-
tested, without warranties or any guarantees as to serviceability, working order or fit for purpose. 

11.Many lots offered for sale on-line are by reason of age or nature, not in first class condition. Some descriptions may 
refer to damage or restoration but the omission of such a statement does not imply that a lot may be free of damage or 
has been restored. Therefore all purchasers must satisfy themselves by physical inspection prior to making a bid as to 
the origin, authenticity, quality, quantity, weight, size and general description of each lot as all lots are sold “as seen” 
with all faults whether declared or not. 

12.The Auctioneers accept no responsibility in connection with the commissioning of their staff to bid for any lots. 
Reserves and commissions given verbally or by telephone are accepted at the sender`s risk and must be confirmed in 
writing before the Sale. 

13.THIRD PARTY LIABILITY. All persons attending the sale whether it be at the Auctioneers’ premises or other place, 
before, during or after the Sale shall be deemed to be at their own risk and with notice of the condition of the premises 
and of the method of arranging lots and shall have no claim against the Auctioneers nor their principals in respect of 
any injury or accident which may occur from any cause whatsoever including postponement or cancellation of the sale. 
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14.If any Purchaser shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of them, the Auctioneers shall be at liberty to 
recover in full the amount of the purchase money of the lot or lots bought by such Purchaser together with all interest, 
costs, charges and expenses, without reference to any delivery or acceptance of the lot or lots, other than the first 
delivery by the fall of the hammer, or to resell any lot or lots bought by such Purchasers, either by public or private sale, 
and the full amount of the purchase money at the present sale, or the deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale, 
together with all interest, costs, charges and expenses, shall be made good by the defaulter and be recoverable as and 
for liquidated damages. 

 


